
Ferocious Performance.
Superior Storage. Tireless Durability.

FireCuda™ 3.5-inch solid state hard drives blend SSD technology with an HDD 
platform for the instant-on performance and capacity you need.

The FireCuda HDD is a best-fit for the following applications:

• Desktop PCs

• Gaming PCs

• Workstations

• High-performance direct-attached storage (DAS) devices

Why choose the FireCuda™ HDD?

Smart 1 TB and 2 TB capacities with onboard flash memory.

Save time with a drive that boots in seconds, not minutes.1

Game up to 5× faster than with traditional 7,200 RPM hard drives, and eliminate 
the need to uninstall games in order to make room for new ones. Store up to 
40 games per TB (at ~25 GB per game).1

Installs and operates like a standard hard drive. No additional drivers or software 
required.

The cutting edge never felt so safe - 5-year limited warranty is best-in-class 
for hard drive warranties.

1 Performance may vary depending on user’s hardware configuration and operating system.

PRODUCT MESSAGING



60-Word

Fast, big and durable, Seagate’s ferocious FireCuda™ drives combine the speed 
of flash and the capacity of hard drives. Gamers, creative professionals and 
tech enthusiasts get improved boot times, application loads and overall system 
responsiveness — without sacrificing capacity or their budget. Installs and 
operates like a standard hard drive. No additional drivers or software required.
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Fast, big and durable, Seagate’s ferocious FireCuda™ drives combine the speed 
of flash and the capacity of hard drives. Gamers, creative professionals and 
tech enthusiasts get improved boot times, application loads and overall system 
responsiveness — without sacrificing capacity or their budget.

20-Word

Fast, big and durable, Seagate’s ferocious FireCuda™ drives combine the speed  
of flash and the capacity of hard drives.

Product Specifications
Standard Models
ST2000DX002
ST1000DX002

Capacity1

up to 2 TB

NAND Type/Size
MLC/8 GB

Cache, Multisegmented 
64 MB

Interfaces
SATA 6 Gb/s NCQ

Power, Idling
up to 4.5 W

Limited Warranty
5 years

1  One gigabyte, or GB equals one billion bytes; and one terabyte  
or TB, equals one trillion bytes when referring to drive capacity. 
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